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Mechanically Modulated Dewetting by
Atomic Force Microscope for Micro- and
Nano- Droplet Array Fabrication
Feifei Wang1,2, Pan Li1,2, Dong Wang1,2, Longhai Li1,2, Shuangxi Xie1,2, Lianqing Liu1, Yuechao Wang1

& Wen Jung Li1,3

1State Key Laboratory of Robotics, Shenyang Institute of Automation, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Shenyang 110016, China,
2University of Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100049, China, 3Department of Mechanical and Biomedical Engineering,
City University of Hong Kong, Kowloon Tong, Hong Kong.

Organizing a material into well-defined patterns during the dewetting process provides an attractive micro-/
nano-fabrication method without using a conventional lithographic process, and hence, offers potential
applications in organic electronics, optics systems, and memory devices. We report here how the mechanical
modification of polymer surface by an Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) can be used to guide thin film
dewetting evolution and break the intrinsic spatial correlation of spontaneous instability. An AFM is used to
implement the mechanical modification of progressively narrow grids to investigate the influence of pattern
size on the modulation of ultrathin polystyrene films dewetting evolution. For films with different initial
thicknesses, when grid size is close to or below the characteristic wavelength of instability, the spinodal
dewetting is suppressed, and film rupture is restricted to the cutting trench. We will show in this paper it is
possible to generate only one droplet per gridded area on a thin film subsequent to nucleation dominated
dewetting on a non-patterned substrate. Furthermore, when the grid periodicity exceeds the spinodal
length, the number of droplets in predefined areas gradually approaches that associated with unconfined
dewetting.

O
rganizing a material into well-defined patterns during the dewetting process provides an attractive way
of fabricating micro- or nano-structures without using a conventional lithography process1,2. This
phenomenon has been observed widely in a variety of materials1, e.g., polymers3, organic semi-

conductors4 and metals5,6. The characteristic length scales of the structures generated could be controlled by
adjusting the initial film thickness1,7 or the surrounding mediums, e.g., air8, solvent vapor, solvent9 or water-
organic solutions7, to influence the intermolecular forces or alter the surface tension. Hence, understanding and
controlling the dewetting process in the micro and nano scales offers potential applications in organic electron-
ics4,10,11, optics systems5, and memory devices12.

Theoretical explanations and experiments associated with structured patterning by dewetting have been
previously investigated9,13–20. When the spinodal parameter is negative, i.e., h2W(h)/hh2 , 0, where W(h) is the
effective excess free energy of per unit area and h is the film thickness, spontaneous instability is triggered on a
uniform ultrathin film. This results in film rupture, formation of holes and coalescence into droplets. However,
the dewetted structures are distributed randomly with the spatial correlation and the wavelength of long-wave
instability being given by16

l~ {8p2c
�

L2W hð Þ
�
Lh2

� �� �1=2 ð1Þ

where c is the interfacial tension. Several strategies have been proposed to realize a long-range order in dewetted
structures via physical, chemical or physicochemical methods. A physical constraint can be introduced from the
upper or lower surface of the film by a topographically patterned substrate7,21,22. Directly spinning a film on the
topographically patterned substrate induces a slight variation in thickness23 and, therefore, the spinodally stable
film turns unstable whenever the local thickness satisfies the condition of h2W(h)/hh2 , 02. A chemically patterned
substrate3,4,24 or a locally modified polymer property by an electron beam (e-beam)8,25 can also be used to guide the
dewetting process by the spatial gradient of wettability2,26 or viscosity difference25. Despite the impressive results
obtained through these control mechanisms, the majority still rely on photolithography or e-beam lithography to
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fabricate molds or masks. Material directly patterned by electron or
ion beam lithography suffers from local property variation25, prox-
imity effect, and radiation-induced crystal damage27 which should be
avoided in optics and electronic nanostructure fabrication. The
material selectivity of e-beam lithography restricts this universal

dewetting phenomenon to narrow practical applications. Studies
have also shown that the lateral confinement of substrate pattern
by these approaches is rather mild for a spin coated film22 and influ-
enced by the width of heterogeneous structures or chemically modi-
fied areas and the match between substrate periodicity and spinodal
length scale of dewetting2,26,28.

Mechanical modification of a sample by means of cutting or plastic
deformation using an atomic force microscope (AFM) has received
increasing interest in nanostructure fabrication. This method is low
cost, highly precise, and demonstrated good environmental and
material compatibility. By employing such a tip-based nanofabrica-
tion approach, sub-50 nm structures have been fabricated on various
samples (e.g. polymer, semiconductor and metal)29.

We first report here how the mechanical modification of polymer
surface by AFM can be used to guide thin film dewetting evolution in
acetone and break the intrinsic spatial correlation of spontaneous
instability. The positions of dewetted droplets can be confined in
specific predefined locations under the influence of the AFM cutting
trace. This controllability is enhanced as set-point force or trench
depth increase. We studied the influence of mechanical modification
on the evolution of dewetting patterns by modulating PS film with
different thicknesses and cutting grid designs from 0.5 mm 3 0.5 mm
to 16 mm 3 16 mm. Micro and nano-scale droplet arrays were rea-
lized by adjusting properly the periodicity of the cutting grid. An
annealing treatment was applied to modify droplet morphology, thus
leading to a spherical profile and offering a method for the fabrica-
tion of micro- and nano- lens arrays.

Experimental
Figure 1 provides a schematic of the AFM mechanical modulation
controlled dewetting process. First, polystyrene (PS, Mw 5 123 kg/

Figure 1 | Experimental process used in AFM-based mechanically
controlled dewetting. (a) PS film was spin coated onto a glass substrate. (b)

and (c) Patterned PS trenches predefined by AFM mechanical modulation.

(d) Mechanically modulated PS film dewetted in acetone. (e) Dewetted

droplet array on glass substrate.

Figure 2 | (a) and (b) Optical microscope and AFM images of PS films with initial thickness of ,26 nm and ,12 nm dewetted in liquid acetone for ,1 s.

The inset images are FFT results. The diameter distribution of dewetted droplets from (c) ,26 nm and (d) ,12 nm thick PS film without any

mechanical modification. Insets (upper) in (c) and (d) are AFM images. Insets (lower) are FFT results obtained using ImageJ. lF
H and lF

D are the

wavelengths or the mean separation between holes or droplets, respectively.
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mol, Mw/Mn 5 1.08, from Alfa Aesar) was dissolved in toluene,
filtered by 0.2 mm PTFE filters and spin-coated onto a cleaned glass
substrate; the resulting thin film thickness was ,12 6 0.2 nm or ,26
6 0.2 nm, and the surface roughness of the film was ,0.2 nm
(measured by AFM) [Figure 1(a)]. After drying in air for 2 hours,
the spin-coated film was annealed on a hotplate at 75uC for 8 hours
to minimize residual stresses developed during spin coating, which
could induce undesirable rupture even for an energetically stable
film30. Mechanical modification was conducted by Veeco

Dimension 3100 AFM in the closed loop contact mode
[Figures 1(b) and (c)] with velocity equaling 120 mm/s. A commer-
cially available tapping mode cantilever with a doped diamond
coated tip, whose radius of curvature of 35 nm was used. The spring
constant and the resonant frequency of the cantilever were 42 N/m
and 320 kHz, respectively. We captured images of fabricated features
using another cantilever without coating, which had its properties
similar to the coated one but had a radius of curvature of 8 nm in the
tapping mode. After mechanical modification, the thin film with
predefined patterns was immersed in acetone [Figure 1(d)] for
15 s; the film thickness was ,12 nm and ,26 nm when the immer-
sion time was changed to for 30 s. This difference in dewetting times
was chosen in view of the quick evolution of the thinner film9. After
drying in air, a stable array of PS dots was obtained [Figure 1(e)].
Liquid acetone was used here in view of the observation that a reduc-
tion in the stabilizing interfacial tension of PS and van der Waals
interaction under liquid acetone9 can significantly reduce the length
scale of instability according to Eq. (1). This helped the progress of
dewetting despite severe confinement25.

Results and Discussion
Unmodulated PS film dewetted in acetone. On a flat homogeneous
substrate, dewetting of an unmodified ultrathin polymer film is
engendered by the destabilizing intermolecular forces16. Time
evolution of unconfined PS film dewetted in liquid acetone at
room temperature has been studied before. It has been found that
the long-range van der Waals force plays a stabilizing role whereas
the polar interaction induces surface instability in the film when the
film thickness is below a threshold value2,9,26. Owing to poor
penetration in polymer of the solvent (acetone) molecules, the
glass transition temperature of PS is reduced, thus allowing
reorganization induced by dewetting at the room temperature9. As
shown in Figures 2(c) and (d), upon film rupture dominated by
spontaneous instability [Figures 2(a) and (b)], the dewetted
droplets get distributed on the substrate in a pattern representing a
compromise between complete disorder and perfect order20. Note
that, for the initial film thickness (h0) of ,26 nm, the mean
diameter is 1.28 mm and the standard deviation (Std) is large
(0.53 mm, i.e., 41% of the mean value). The mean diameter of the

Figure 3 | The relationship between trench parameters (depth, width)
and set-point force when h0 is ,26 nm. 25%, 39%, 50% and 66% are the

ratios of the trench depth to the initial film thickness.

Figure 4 | (a)–(d) The influence of set-point force or trench depth on the controllability of mechanical modulation in dewetting process. The initial film

thickness is ,26 nm. (e)–(h) The distribution of the diameter of dewetted droplets for different set-point forces. (a)–(d) corresponding to (e)–(h),

respectively.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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dewetted droplets in Figure 2 (d) is 0.45 mm with a Std of 0.18 mm
(40% of the mean value) when h0 decreases to ,12 nm. Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) and the relationship between wavelength lN and
the number density of droplets/holes (N), lN 5 N21/2, were used to
estimate the length scale of the spinodal instability [lF

H and lN
H in

Figures 2(a) and (b)] and the characteristic wavelength of fully
dewetted structures [lF

D and lN
D in Figures 2(c) and (d)].

Mechanical modification modulated dewetting. While utilizing the
mechanical modification exerted by AFM to modulate dewetting, the
first problem that needs to be solved is whether there exists a critical
value of cutting force/trench parameter at which the external
manifestation of intrinsic instability is effectively modulated. To
solve this problem, we studied the ratio (R) of cutting depth to
initial film thickness, which can be controlled by adjusting the
cutting force applied by AFM (see Figure 3). The parameter R is
chosen because the trench parameters (depth, width and curvature
of film near trench boundary) could be coupled together by the
morphology of the AFM tip, and R can both reflect the influence
from the cut trench and initial film thickness. The force influences
the controllability of mechanical modification of thin PS film.
Figure 4 provides a comparison of dewetted results confined by
fixed size (lG 5 2 mm) grid patterns with different R (25%, 39%,
50% and 66%). The diameter distributions for each case are shown in
Figure 4(e)–(h). The diameters in all histograms were calculated by
extracting the perimeter by ImageJ and dividing the result by p. The
mean diameters were 1.10 mm, 1.24 mm, 1.20 mm, 0.69 mm,
respectively. Several conclusions can be drawn from these results:
As R increases, (1) the controllability is enhanced; (2) the consistency
of the final structure is improved; (3) orderliness of the dewetted
droplets is promoted, i.e., these droplets are confined in the grid
position; (4) the mean diameter dramatically decreases when the
dewetting process is effectively confined. The small value of mean
diameter when R is 25% is due to the appearance of numerous

satellite droplets. Adjacent droplets remain connected since the
weak controllability or uneven cutting trench prevents complete
film rupture at the cutting trench leads to a larger diameter for
R 5 39%, and 50%.

To further study mechanical modulation of the evolution of
dewetting, we mechanically modified the PS film by a grid with a
different size as shown in Figure 5. When the grid size (lG) changes
from 20 mm to 1 mm, the dewetted structures are confined to the
predefined site of grid for h0 , 26 nm and the number of droplets in
each grid reduces until just one is left [Figure 5(h)]. When R 5 66%,
i.e., mechanical modification by AFM effectively modulates the
dewetting evolution, the mean diameter of dewetted droplets
increases just as grid size due to mass conversation (Figure 6) when
there is only one droplet left in the pre-defined grid area
[Figures 5(d)–(f)]. The large standard deviation can be attributed
to the appearance of satellite droplets when lG is 8 mm. These sat-

Figure 5 | (a)–(g) provide the dewetting results for a film with ,26 nm initial thickness. The size of cutting grid, lG changes from 20 mm to 1 mm.

The dashed lines represent mechanically modulated locations, which are not shown in (e) and (f) due to large droplets density. The mean

diameters of the dewetted droplets for lG 5 20, 16, 12 mm are 1.10, 1.11, 1.09 mm, respectively; the corresponding standard deviation for these mean

diameters are 0.64, 0.61, 0.57 mm, respectively. The diameter data for lG 5 8, 4, 2 mm corresponds to the case of R 5 66% in Figure 6. (h) plots the

number of droplets per mm2 (dashed lines) or the number of droplets per grid (solid lines) and grid size for h0 , 26 nm (rectangular) and h0 , 12 nm

(circle). Data marked by open markers correspond to the number of droplets per mm2 for uncontrolled area. The dewetted results for h0 , 12 nm are

shown in Figure 7.

Figure 6 | The relationship between dewetted droplet diameter and
initial grid size for different R. The initial film thickness is ,26 nm.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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ellite droplets may have been derived from the debris induced by
mechanical modulation. There is no significant difference in dia-
meter (i.e., 1.10 mm, 1.26 mm, 1.19 mm) for different grid size as
R 5 25% corresponds to the minimum controllability. The large
standard deviation for each grid size following the appearance of
satellite droplets recurs with a mechanism different from the case
of large set-point force. These diameters are very close to the droplets’
in the uncontrolled area [as shown in Figure 1(c)], and the dewetted
structures are in a state of transformation from one of intrinsic
spatial correlation of spinodal instability to periodicity of mechanical
modulation [Figure 4(a)]. Note here that for a ,26 nm film, when lG

5 1 mm, it was difficult to obtain long-range ordered droplet arrays
due to the accumulation of tip-induced debris for a large R (enhanced
controllability). Further, only locally ordered arrays were observed
[Figure 5(g)]. Hence the diameter results are not included in Figure 6.
At smaller lG values the evolution of dewetting is more sensitive to
debris. This points to the need for properly adjusting the relationship
between debris and R related to controllability.

When h0 decreased from ,26 nm (Figure 5) to ,12 nm
(Figure 7), similar phenomena appeared during mechanically con-
trolled dewetting, i.e., all films experienced a transition from the
longer scale orderliness with local disorder [Figures 5(a)–(c) and

Figures 7(a)–(c)] to full orderliness [Figures 5(d)–(g) and
Figures 7(d)–(e)]. These phenomena can be explained by a competi-
tion between spinodal instability in the film in the cutting grid area
and ‘‘nucleation’’ dewetting triggered by mechanical modulation.
Such competition between two dewetting mechanisms also appeared
in the case of pillar array engendered dewetting2,7. As lG decreased to
8 mm for ,26 nm film and 1 mm for ,12 nm, just about one droplet
was left in the cutting grid with a small standard deviation. In such a
case, the rupture induced by spinodal instability was suppressed
fully. This critical lG corresponding to state transition is denoted
as lC

G. As the initial film thickness increases, nucleation induced
dewetting occurs first7,16 and, thus, the rupture and dewetting pro-
cesses initiated by mechanical modification is dominant. Comparing
the length scales related to dewetting evolution, which are summar-
ized in Table 1, the critical state transition length lC

G is close to the
length scale of spinodal instability (lF

H , lN
H , l) in our study. In other

words, when the grid size (lG) is of the same order or smaller than the
spinodal length scale of dewetting, the mechanical modulation will
dominate and, thereafter, an ordered droplet array appears. The
mean diameter and standard deviation of droplets obtained when
spinodal and nucleation mechanism coexist as shown in
Figures 5(a)–(c) and Figures 7(a.3)–(c.3) are similar to results from

Figure 7 | Dewetting results from a ,12 nm thickness film modified by mechanical modulation with different grid sizes (lG 5 8 mm, 4 mm, 2 mm,
1 mm and 0.5 mm from left to right). (a.1)–(e.1) show height images of AFM scanned results. (a.2)–(e.2) are the associated phase diagrams as

derived from AFM scanned results. (a.3)–(e.3) are the histograms of diameter for dewetted structures in (a.1)–(e.1). The lateral unit used in (a.1)–(e.1)

and (a.2)–(e.2) is micrometer.

Table 1 | Comparison between different length scales

h0 (nm) lC
G (mm) lF

H (mm) lN
H (mm) l (mm) lF

D (mm) lN
D (mm)

26 8 , 12 8.15 6 0.45 8.53 6 0.09 ,7 (Ref. 9) ,4.8 ,4.5
12 1 , 2 1.46 6 0.16 1.51 6 0.11 ,2 (Ref. 9) ,1.5 ,1.2

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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unconfined film dewetting which was controlled by spinodal instab-
ility [Figures 2(c) and (d)]. As the grid size is increased, the number of
droplets per mm2 for mechanically modulated dewetting gradually
approaches the number in the uncontrolled area [Figure 5(h)]. All
these observations imply that dewetting in the grid areas are gradu-
ally dominated by spinodal instability for grid sizes larger than lC

G.
After dewetting the mechanically modulated film in acetone, the

droplets generated had large contact angles [Figure 8(c)], which was
similar to the results obtained by dewetting a PS film in water-
organic solutions7, and had non-ideal spherical contours15. In other
words, both in a water-organic solution15 or in acetone as shown in
Figure 8(a), there appeared non-ideal spherical contours which were
different to the dewetting results of PS by annealing in air or
vacuum20 and went against the minimum energy principle. The ori-
gin of this non-ideal spherical morphology can be attributed to at
least three factors as described below. (1) The surface contamination
or physically/chemically heterogeneous surface induced contact
angle hysteresis that might disturb the dewetting process by intro-
ducing stress at the edges of film rupture area, whose main effect is a
distortion of the shape of the dewetted droplets31,32. (2) The disturb-
ance induced structure distortion by liquid flow in solvent (acetone).
(3) In addition, the process of extracting the inclined glass substrate
from the solvent medium could distort the morphology of the result-
ing structures. During this process the non-directional flow and
uneven volatilization of the solvent will induce the structural vari-
ation. The distortion caused by contamination seems to have little
influence on our results due to the fact that after annealing at 170uC
for 5 h, these dewetted droplets show perfect spherical-like profile as
shown in Figures 8(b)–(e). Thus the influence from acetone flow and
volatilization are the most likely explanation for the droplet mor-
phology distortion. These ordered micro- or nano- PS droplets array,
with perfect spherical-like profile after annealing, holds potential
applications in near-field optics to overcome the diffraction limit33,
and could also be used as masks to fabricate nanoantenna arrays. The
contact angle of dewetted droplets under liquid solvent could also be
adjusted by controlling dewetting times13.

Conclusions
Our findings have demonstrated that mechanical modulation
induced by an AFM tip provides a feasible approach to direct dewet-
ting evolution without destroying or contaminating the substrate

from physical, chemical or physicochemical modification. The
material compatibility and control flexibility of AFM and dewetting
extend the scope of application when these two technologies are
combined. The intrinsic spatial correlation of spontaneous instability
of dewetting is disturbed when mechanical modification is exerted
on the surface of ultrathin PS film. This interference effect is
enhanced as the ratio of trench depth and initial film thickness is
increased. Polymer in the grid area predefined by AFM cutting reor-
ganizes until a single droplet is formed when the grid periodicity is
close to or below the spinodal wavelength. All this suggests a method
to fabricate ordered arrays of micro- and nano- scale droplets with
controllable diameter. After an appropriate annealing treatment, the
droplets acquire spherical profiles, thus leading to potential applica-
tion in micro- and nano- optics.
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